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UKRAINE
TRADE SUMMARY

The U.S. trade deficit with Ukraine was $151
million in 2002, a decrease of $323 million from
2001.  U.S. goods exports in 2002 were $255
million, up 27 percent from the previous year. 
Corresponding U.S. imports from Ukraine were
$406 million, down 40 percent.  Ukraine is
currently the 83rd largest export market for U.S.
goods.

The stock of U.S. foreign direct investment
(FDI) in Ukraine in 2001 was $43 million, down
from $78 million in 2000.

Trade relations between the United States and
Ukraine are governed by the 1992 U.S.-Ukraine
Trade Agreement.  Under this agreement, both
countries grant each other most-favored-nation
(MFN) status.  The United States has not granted
Ukraine permanent MFN status, however,
because Ukraine has not yet “graduated” from
provisions of the Jackson-Vanik legislation. 
Ukraine is not a member of the World Trade
Organization (WTO), but it has applied to join.

IMPORT POLICIES

Generally high import duties and taxes in
Ukraine present a major obstacle to trade.  For
example, import duties range from 5 percent to
200 percent, and excise taxes range from 10
percent to 300 percent.  Such levies deter entry
into the Ukrainian market of many products and
impede domestic commerce.  Import duties
largely depend on whether a similar item to that
being imported is produced in Ukraine.  Ukraine
has very high import tariffs on a number of
products.  For example, Ukraine’s current tariffs
on most distilled spirits imports are equivalent to
ad valorem rates of 150 percent to 300 percent.  

Ukraine has two kinds of tariff rates: general (or
full-rate) tariffs and preferential (or partial-rate)
tariffs.  Preferential tariff rates vary according to
the type of products imported.  Imports from
western countries are generally assessed lower,
preferential tariffs.  U.S. exports to Ukraine are
assessed preferential customs rates if the
following three criteria are met: (1) the
exporting company is registered in the United
States; (2) the goods have a certificate to prove
U.S. origin; and (3) the goods are imported
directly from the United States.  There are no
special registration or other requirements,
according to the State Customs Committee.

In October 1999, the import duty on textile
goods was reduced to a range between 5 percent
and 10 percent from the pre-existing duty rate of
30 percent.  On March 29, 2000, the Cabinet of
Minister's Resolution "On Making the Decisions
of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine compliant
with the EU Partnership and Cooperation
Agreement" effectively lowered duties for
imported automobiles, tobacco products, alcohol
(including liquor) and agricultural and light
industrial products.  In November 2000, import
duties on carpets and other floor coverings were
lowered from 20 percent to 17 percent.  Duties
on knitwear, textiles, and clothes were reduced
from 15 percent to 13 percent.  In 2000,
however, duties on rolled metal, bars and plates,
ferroalloys and automobile engines were raised. 

Five categories of products were subject to
excise taxes: alcohol, tobacco, oil products,
automobiles, and jewelry.  Excise duty rates are
assessed as a percentage of the sum of the
declared customs value, customs duties, and fees
paid for importing products. On October 24,
2002 President Kuchma signed a law “On
amending some laws of Ukraine on excise
duty.” This law will increase excise rates on
alcohol, beer and gasoline, and it will cancel the
excise tax duty for jewelry as of January 2003.

Import licenses are required for some goods,
primarily pesticides, CD production inputs,
some industrial chemical products and
equipment containing them, official foreign
postage stamps, excise marks, officially
stamped/headed paper, checks and securities.  

Ukraine’s liquor tax system discriminates
against imported products and provides
protection for domestic producers.  For example,
under this system, all imported distilled spirits
are taxed at a rate of three Euro per liter.  A
value-added tax (VAT) of 20 percent is applied
uniformly to domestic and imported products
and in principle is not a major barrier to trade. 
The Government of Ukraine, however, has
incurred significant debts in the form of VAT
refunds owed to exporters.  Failure by the
government to settle these debts has been a point
of contention with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and has been one of the barriers to
Ukraine receiving IMF and World Bank loans. 
The issue is becoming a significant factor
impeding investment and commercial activity in
the country.  A limited number of goods,
including raw materials, component parts,
equipment, machinery, and energy supplies
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imported by commercial enterprises for
“production purposes and their own needs” are
exempted from the VAT.  Many agricultural
enterprises are also exempt from paying VAT. 

STANDARDS, TESTING, LABELING AND
CERTIFICATION

Ukraine’s regulatory environment is chaotic, and
foreign investors still regard Ukraine’s
production certification system and licensing
procedures as some of the most serious obstacles
to trade, investment, and ongoing business. 
Although Ukraine has lowered the overall
number of licenses from 112 to 42, making the
certification process somewhat less difficult to
navigate, many still consider this lower number
excessive.  

U.S. businesses have complained that the
standards and certification procedures affecting
the consumer goods industry: (1) lack constant,
clearly defined standards and regulations; (2)
include registration schemes that are not feasible
for mass trade; (3) lack procedural flexibility;
(4) involve complex and lengthy import license
procedures; (5) impose overly complex and
expensive certification requirements; (6) are
unevenly enforced; and (7) involve high
certification and licensing fees.  While the
standards process has been significantly
streamlined over the past two years, it remains
complex and is subject to frequent changes.  

These bureaucratic procedures are a major
hindrance to potential investment in Ukraine,
significantly raising the cost of doing business in
Ukraine, providing opportunities for corruption,
and driving substantial amounts of activity into a
burgeoning shadow economy.  While the law
may stipulate formal equality of treatment of
both national and foreign companies, U.S.
businesses are often left with a very strong
impression that the laws are not applied equally
and that, in fact, there is discrimination against
foreign companies. Although Ukraine belongs to
several international standardization bodies,
such as the International Standards
Organization, it generally fails to recognize
foreign product certificates, even if issued in line
with international standards, unless recognition
is mandated through an international treaty
signed by Ukraine.

Ukraine applies a range of sanitary and
phytosanitary measures that are not consistent
with a science-based approach to regulation. 

The certification and approval process is often
lengthy, duplicative, and expensive.  M oreover,
politics and corruption are often behind arbitrary
application of regulations.  For example, the
United States had a 10 year history of being a
reliable supplier of safe and wholesome poultry
products to Ukraine’s consumers.  In 2001,
Ukraine's Chief Veterinarian abruptly banned
the importation of U.S. poultry and red meat,
alleging that several U.S. production practices
are not in accordance with a new interpretation
of existing Ukraine veterinarian requirements. 
Discussions between American and Ukrainian
scientists have been ongoing but to date, there
has been no real progress in resolving the matter.

The numerous certification bodies around
Ukraine effectively operate as independent
(often monopolistic) entities on a private profit
basis, returning only 20 percent of the proceeds
derived from certification fees to the state.  The
State Standards Committee does not properly
supervise or enforce the pricing rules. 
Consequently, the agencies do much of the
legislative and interpretive work with little or no
coordination.  In addition, many products
require multiple certificates from multiple
agencies, with local, regional and municipal
authorities often requesting additional
documentation beyond that required by central
agencies.

There is a push to certify food additive
ingredients, especially for pre-packaged goods
and certain products such as chocolate and
carbonated beverages.  Some companies report
having to pay up to $20,000 to purchase the
equipment needed to test ingredients that have
been used safely (in some cases) for more than
100 years.

In 1998, Ukraine introduced a requirement for
certificates of conformity in order to import
distilled spirits.  To obtain such certificates a
firm must pay Ukrainian officials to conduct
exhaustive inspections of the producer’s
facilities.  This expensive and onerous
requirement has caused several U.S. distilled
spirits exporters to withdraw their products from
the Ukrainian market.

Since 2001, the Ukrainian parliament has passed
several new laws on standardization and
certification to streamline the standardization
process. Ukraine would like to harmonize its
standardization and certification system with
international norms, and plans to bring its
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standardization system into conformity with the
European Standards System by 2008. On August
1, 2002 a National Accreditation Body was
established to ensure the use of standards and
procedures consistent with the European
Cooperation for Accreditation policy. Ukraine
also began separate regulation of accreditation
and certification. Regulatory reform has also
been introduced at the regional and municipal
level. Further reform is still needed, as
government employees are underpaid and the
shadow economy continues to provide many
opportunities for corruption.

While the time and costs related to business
registration have been reduced, Ukraine still
requires enterprises to obtain numerous permits
to conduct business and to engage in foreign
trade. Procedures for obtaining various permits
are complex, unpredictable, burdensome, and
duplicative. Since the beginning of 2002, some
“One-stop Registration Shops” have been
introduced in several cities. Some cities have
also started to apply one-stop concepts to the
issues of land use and other permits.

According to the U.S. telecommunications
industry, access to the Ukrainian market is
impeded by numerous and particularly
burdensome certification and licensing
procedures for telecommunications equipment.

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

Government procurement is conducted under
Ukraine's “Law on Procurement of Goods,
Works and Services Using State Funds,” which
came into force on February 22, 2000.   Under
this law, all government procurement of goods
and services valued above EUR 40,000 must be
conducted via tenders (either open, or open with
pre-qualification).  Open international tenders
must be conducted when procurement is
financed by any entity outside Ukraine. 
Information on government procurement is
published in the "State Procurement Bulletin"
published by the Ministry of the Economy and
European Integration.   Among the problems
still faced by foreign firms (particularly for
smaller procurements) are: (1) absence of public
notice of tender ru les; (2) the failure to state
tender requirements; (3) covert preferences in
tender awards; (4) awards made subject to
conditions that were not part of the original
tender; and (5) the lack of an effective avenue
for firms to air grievances over contract awards
or an effective means to resolve disputes. 

Ukraine is not a signatory of the WTO
Agreement on Government Procurement.

EXPORT SUBSIDIES

There is no reliable estimate of the nature and
amount of export subsidies employed by
Ukraine, particularly as they relate to Ukraine’s
export of steel products to the United States. 
While Ukraine has made significant progress in
moving towards a completely market-based
economy, hidden subsidies exist and are hard to
quantify.  

It is known that many Ukrainian enterprises do
not pay all or part of their taxes, do not pay for
all energy usage, clear transactions by offsetting
mutual debts, and receive free or below-cost
government inputs.  Under pressure from the
International Monetary Fund and the W orld
Bank, the Government of Ukraine is introducing
more fiscal transparency and accountability.  As
a result, obligations are increasingly settled with
cash payments and opportunities to hide
subsidies are decreasing.  As improved reporting
procedures make them more visible, hidden
subsidies tend to be eliminated rather than
converted to a cash basis.

Despite some progress, Ukrainian lawmakers are
insisting on continuing some subsidies. On
November 28, 2002 Ukraine’s parliament
overrode a veto from the President on a law that
introduces a duty of 30 euros per metric ton of
scrap ferrous metal in order to protect domestic
steel makers.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
(IPR) PROTECTION

A serious piracy problem, particularly with
regard to optical media, undermines Ukraine’s
efforts to protect intellectual property rights
(IPR).  Ukraine was designated a Priority
Foreign Country in March 2001 and USTR
imposed $75 million in sanctions under section
301 in January 2002.

Ukraine was placed on the Special 301 Watch
List in 1998 and was elevated to the Priority
Watch List in 1999.  In June 2000, the United
States and Ukraine agreed to the U.S.-Ukraine
Joint Action Plan to Combat Optical Media
Piracy.  As a result of Ukraine's failure to enact
most of the plan's provisions, USTR designated
Ukraine as a Priority Foreign Country in March
2001, launched a section 301 Investigation of
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Ukraine's attempts to protect intellectual
property rights, and revoked Ukraine's benefits
under the Generalized System of Preferences in
August 2001.  Ukraine's inability to pass
appropriate legislation establishing a licensing
regime for the manufacture of compact disks --
the Joint Action Plan's most important provision
-- led USTR to announce trade sanctions in the
amount of $75 million on December 20, 2001. 
The sanctions, which went into effect on January
23, 2002, affect metal products, footwear, and
chemicals, among other products. Ukraine’s
government has drafted amendments to the
existing CD licensing laws to address the laws’
inadequacies. The parliament is scheduled to
consider these amendments. The government is
also implementing a more effective regime to
regulate production of CDs.

Administrative and legal pressure by the
government of Ukraine has closed all but one of
the major pirate CD plants that once operated.
Some have moved to neighboring countries, and
the overall production in pirated CDs in Ukraine
is far below the peak levels of 2000. Despite
strides made to prevent production of pirated
media internally, Ukraine is still a major transit
point for pirated CDs. The International
Federation of the Phonographic Industry reports
that approximately ninety percent of pirated
disks currently sold on the Ukrainian market are
produced in Russia. Disks pirated in Russia
transit through Ukraine to Europe and the
Middle East. Ukraine’s customs protection of
IPR does not extend to goods in transit.

Patent protection is also a problem.  U.S.
pharmaceutical companies claim that Ukrainian
and foreign manufacturers blatantly produce and
sell on the Ukrainian market generic copies of
pharmaceuticals that still have valid patents. 
Ukrainian legislation does not consider IPR
infringement to be a justification for removing a
counterfeited pharmaceutical from the market. 
Ukraine's attempts to bring its legislation in line
with the WTO would address this problem.

With respect to trademarks, counterfeiting of
western products in Ukraine increased
dramatically after the 1998 financial crisis, with
industry sources estimating that fifty percent of
the name brand products on the Ukrainian
market may be fake.  Unfortunately, the
Government of Ukraine has done little to
address this problem.  When action is taken, it is
forced by the foreign trademark owners.

The Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State
Customs Service have set up units to deal
exclusively with IPR violations.  The State
Committee on Intellectual Property Rights has
started training 20 inspectors to enforce
Ukraine’s CD licensing regime. These
understaffed units, however, cannot adequately
deal with the enormous number of IPR
infringements in Ukraine.  In many cases, the
rights holder must actively and continually
engage with the Ministry of Internal Affairs or
the State Customs Service to obtain enforcement
of its IP rights.  Courts do not provide a reliable
means to address copyright infringement
because: (1) there are too few judges trained in
intellectual property law; and (2) legal reform
has not advanced far enough for enterprises to
have confidence in seeking a court settlement. 
Legal experts and government officials have
called for the formation of a special patent court
in Ukraine to decide all IPR cases, but to date
there has been no concrete action towards this
end.

Ukraine is in the process of negotiating terms of
accession to the WTO, and the government has
drafted legislation to bring all of Ukraine's laws
into compliance with the WTO Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).

SERVICES BARRIERS

Ukraine has few explicit restrictions on services,
so foreign professionals are largely permitted to
work in Ukraine.  However, the lack of
transparency and the multiplicity of licensing
authorities hinders foreign access to the
Ukrainian services market.  As Ukraine is
interested in becoming a member of the
European Union (EU), it is considering
establishing a quota on foreign films, following
the EU example.  There already is a local
content provision for radio and television
broadcasting, but it has not been stringently
enforced.  In 2001, limits on foreign ownership
of insurers operating in Ukraine were lifted.

A 1999 resolution concerning work visas for
foreigners created additional burdens for foreign
enterprises.  Effective January 1, 2000, the
resolution changed tax requirements and
increased the personal income tax for foreign
workers, who are also now required to pay into
Ukraine’s unemployment fund.  In addition, the
work visa requirements became more stringent,
with more documentation necessary in order to
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obtain a work visa.  This includes the
requirement to show an employment contract
and a tax certification showing that the foreign
worker has paid all taxes at the time of
application.  In the past, foreign enterprise
representative offices were allowed one director
who did not need a work visa.  Foreign
journalists were also exempted.  

In 2001, however, Ukraine also adopted changes
to immigration rules that significantly reduced
the burden on temporary visitors.  Business and
tourist travelers arriving in Ukraine for short
term visits (not for full time work) are no longer
required to register their address with the police
within three days of arrival or every time they
change hotels.  The elimination of this
requirement saves many business travelers a
great deal of time. However, business people
may no longer extend their visas in Ukraine.
Americans may pick up a visa at any Ukrainian
Embassy outside Ukraine. In May 2002, the
GOU cancelled a regulation limiting the term of
foreign nationals’ work in Ukraine to four years
and requiring a 6-month break before starting a
new term. The new resolution stipulates that
work permits may be issued for one year and can
be extended upon application before the end of
the term. It also obliges employers to notify
employment centers, police, and the State
Committee for Border Protection three days
before revoking contracts with foreign nationals. 

Banking

As of June 2002, there were 185 banks
registered in Ukraine, including 23 with foreign
capital backing and 6 with 100 percent foreign
capital. Of the total 185 banks registered, 154
banks are operating. With the exception of two
state-owned banks, the banks are either joint-
stock companies or limited liability companies. 

Ukraine’s banking system is undercapitalized
and has a high rate of bad and doubtful debt.
Other problems include non-payments, high
operational costs, and a lack of credentialing
standards. Legal, regulatory, tax and accounting
policies are neither transparent nor fully
consistent with international norms.

In January 2002, a new law “On Banks and
Banking Activity” went into force. The law
establishes clearer rules and is aimed at
eliminating discrimination against foreign
banks. It also entrusts the National Bank of
Ukraine with issuing banking licenses, sets

minimum capital requirements, and includes
some provisions to prevent money laundering.
Foreign banks may carry out all the same
activities as domestic banks, and there is no
ceiling on their participation in the banking
system. Regulations in line with western practice
are promulgated on loan-loss provisioning, loan
classification, and lending to insiders and related
parties.  In May 2002, several provisions of a
law on payment and money transfers came into
effect, modernizing the payment system and
allowing the use of electronic signatures. 

On November 28, 2002 Ukraine approved a new
law aimed at combating money laundering. The
Financial Affairs Task Force (FATF) evaluated
the new law, found it unsatisfactory, and
imposed counter-measures.  On February 7,
2003, Ukraine passed amendments to its money
laundering law and FATF withdrew its
recommendation for sanctions. However,
Ukraine will remain on the list on non-
cooperative countries until further legislative
improvements are made.

INVESTMENT BARRIERS

An underdeveloped banking system, poor
communications networks, a difficult tax and
regulatory climate, increasing occurrences of
crime and corruption, limited opportunities to
participate in privatization, the absence of clear
mechanisms to enforce intellectual property
rights (thus creating a barrier to technology
transfer to Ukraine), poorly defined and overly
complex certification procedures, and a poorly-
functioning and unstable legal system create
major obstacles to U.S. investment in Ukraine.

Ukraine’s burdensome and frequently changing
tax structure remains a major hindrance to
foreign investment and business development. 
Personal income taxes remain high, although
pending tax code legislation includes provisions
to lower the rates.  Combined payroll taxes
(mainly for pensions) have been reduced from
the previous high of 52 percent to 37.5 percent -
still high, but a considerable improvement. 
Modern VAT and corporate income tax laws
have been enacted and implemented, with
provisions for normal business deductions. 
However, numerous amendments and
exemptions have created a confusing and
possibly inequitable situation.  There are
frequent changes in other tax laws and
regulations as well, such as import duties and
excise taxes, often with little advance notice,
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giving foreign companies little time to adjust to
new requirements.  Improvements are being
made in tax filing and collection procedures,
although they still differ from those in western
countries in significant ways.  The Chairman of
the State Tax Administration has established an
advisory committee on the tax problems of
foreign companies that has been functioning for
about two years and has already achieved
mutually favorable resolutions to some difficult
issues brought to it by U.S. and other foreign
companies.

The United States has a Bilateral Investment
Treaty (BIT) with Ukraine, which took effect on
November 16, 1996.  The BIT guarantees for
U.S. investors the better of national and MFN
treatment, the right to make financial transfers
freely and without delay, international law
standards for expropriation and compensation,
and access to international arbitration. 
However, U.S. investors face numerous
everyday problems doing business and regard
the BIT as a tool of last resort.  

To attract investments and remove obstacles to
trade, Ukraine created five free economic zones
(FEZ) in 1997-1998 with favorable investment
regimes: Donetsk, Mariupol, Slavutych,
Yavoriv, and Transcarpathia.  Although special
investment zones have also been introduced in
other cities and regions, they do not have the
same favorable investment conditions, such as
independent customs borders, as the FEZs. 
Since 1999, Ukraine has not created additional
FEZs, as part of an IMF loan condition not to
grant economic privileges that distort markets.  

Ukraine’s Antimonopoly Committee supervises
observance of antimonopoly legislation,
protection of consumers and business interest
resulting from violations, abuse of monopoly
position and unfair competition. Nearly all
equity investments, joint ventures with multiple
partners, and share acquisitions require the
committee’s approval. On March 2, 2002 the
Law “On Protection of Economic Competition”
came into force, giving the Antimonopoly
Committee authority to regulate and/or prohibit
coordinated anti-competitive activities. The law
requires that the Committee obtain a court order
before entering residences or other private
property.  Offenders of fair competition rules
may be fined up to 10 percent of the prior year’s
turnover.  If illegally gained profit exceeds 10
percent of income, up to three times the normal
penalty can be collected.

Privatization rules generally apply to both
foreign and domestic investors, and in theory a
relatively level playing field exists. In practice,
however, concerns have been raised that the
privatization process continues to lack
transparency. Clear qualification requirements
for advisors need to be established, and
recognition of procedures and financial
information needs to be more public, complete,
and timely.  Phased implementation of a
privatization law effective in 2002 providing for
the cash sale of majority shareholdings in
several strategic large-scale enterprises has been
patchy. A number of large-scale privatizations
conducted since early 2000 have been marked
by unclear, non-transparent and changing
regulations and by heavy political interference
from such government players as the State
Property Fund (SPF), the Presidential
Administration, the Cabinet of Ministers and the
Rada.

The April 2001 privatization of six electricity
distribution companies (oblenergos), which
included two purchases by a U.S. investor, was
to date the first and only large-scale privatization
carried out according to internationally accepted
standards. This privatization was only made
possible through consistent and high-level
engagement and support on the part of the
international donor community.  Ukraine
indefinitely postponed further sales of power
companies after these privatizations. The
remaining power companies have huge debt
problems that the government has not been able
to resolve. The state property fund is currently
planning to sell 25 percent stakes in two more
oblenergos on December 26, 2002. Whether or
not this happens is seen as a test of the
willingness and ability of Ukraine’s new
government to conduct transparent privatization.

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Currently, the Internet and electronic commerce
are still undeveloped in the Ukraine.  To date,
the Ukrainian Government has not taken
concrete steps to regulate or provide specific
protections for this sector.  While various
entities of the State Security Service (the
successor to the KGB) and the National Security
and Defense Council both announced plans to
license or regulate the Internet in Ukraine,
neither body took any concrete steps to
implement their announcement.  While the
announcements were never officially withdrawn,
they appear to have been abandoned.


